RNAV (RNP) Z RWY 14
ROGUE VALLEY INTL-MEDFORD (MFR)

MISSED APPROACH: Climb to 9000 on track 143° to WEMOM, left turn to CUDUB, right turn to HUBUX, left turn to HORUG, then on track 310° to CUTTR and hold.

Procedure NA for arrivals at SAMIE on V448, northwest bound.

Procedure NA for arrivals at PAPLE on V495 and on V122 southwest bound.

Procedure NA for arrivals at TALEM on V23 southeast bound and for arrivals at LANKS on V122 east bound.

Procedure NA for arrivals at TALEM on V23 southeast bound and for arrivals at LANKS on V122 east bound.

MALSR, increase RNP 0.30 DA all CATs visibility to RVR 6000, increase procedure NA below -8°C (17°F) or above 46°C (115°F). For inop GPS required. RF required. For uncompensated Baro-VNAV systems, RNP 0.30 DA all CATs visibility to 3.

RNP 0.30 DA* 1665/40 362 (400-3°)
RNP 0.30 DA 2131-2° 828 (800-2°)
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